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Chapter 4: Dimensions and indicators

Meeting of the Task Force on Measuring Well-being



─ Goal of the chapter

─ Approach

─ Recommendations

─ Issues for discussion



to provide a systematic and comprehensive list of 
common dimensions that together represent current 
well-being and to provide a list of core indicators for each 
dimension that can be used to monitor developments and 
compare nations and regions

Goal of the chapter



1. Scope and definition of key concepts

2. Dimensions of current well-being in the main 
frameworks and a list of common dimensions

3. Core indicators for each dimension

4. Creation of an indicator set

5. How to measure the distribution of current well-being 
among population groups

Sections



─ build on the frameworks that are currently considered 
as authoritative and that form the foundation of 
efforts to work towards a global Framework on 
Inclusive and Sustainable Development (FISW):
- Stiglitz, Sen and Fitoussi (2009)

- CES Recommendations on Measuring Sustainable Development 
(2014)

- OECD Well-being Framework (2011)

- Eurostat’s Quality of Life framework (2016)

- UN’s Valuing What Counts (2022)

Approach



─ Focus on current well-being as part of inclusive and 
sustainable development

─ The guideline describes well-being from the human 
perspective

─ Measurement of well-being should be inclusive
- all people, regardless of status or characteristics

- all regions in a nation

- all (sub)dimensions that together make up well-being

─ Normative valuations are left to the user

Scope



─ dimension

─ indicator

─ measure

─ subjective indicators

─ objective indicators

Definitions



Common indicators



─ Selection of dimensions should be systematic, based 
on transparent criteria, and an internally consistent 
theoretical foundation 

─ The set of dimensions should be comprehensive, 
covering all aspects of current well-being

─ The dimensions should aim to be universal: common to 
all nations, regions, and cultures

─ The relevance of each dimension should be carefully 
explained

Principles



Comparison of authoritative frameworks



─ Subjective well-being (satisfaction with life; agency; 
affect)

─ The things people do in terms of their time use 
particularly with respect to work and leisure

─ The state in which people live, which can be 
interpreted as the objective outcomes and the 
subjective evaluation of those outcomes

─ Conditions or the circumstances in which people are

Four clusters of dimensions



Proposed dimensions and subdimensions



─ Income including wealth? Where to draw the line 
between current and future well-being?

─ Which categories of time use should be discerned? 
What to do with unpaid work or with education and 
training?

─ How to deal with ‘culture’?

─ Which conditions should be included?

Issues



Core indicators



A core indicator is an indicator that provides the best 
(valid) description of a dimension or subdimension of 
current well-being and is recommended as a first 
candidate for inclusion in a indicator dataset

Three groups of indicators
1. achievement indicators

2. deprivation indicators

3. distributional indicators

Core indicators



─ How many core indicators are needed?

─ Do we include recommendations on the way indicators 
should be measured (e.g. normalised in per capita 
terms or percentages or in absolute numbers)?

Issues



─ a carefully composed, balanced set of indicators that 
properly describes all relevant aspects

─ neither too many nor too few indicators

─ mix of positively and negatively valued indicators

─ subjective as well as objective indicators.

─ enable users to select the most reliable available 
indicators that together provide a high-quality picture 
of current well-being without selection bias, i.e. 
independent from policy goals and political interests

Creating an indicator set



Distribution



─ gaps between population groups (horizontal 
inequalities)

─ gaps between those at the top and those at the 
bottom of the achievement scale in each dimension 
(vertical inequalities)

─ deprivation (i.e. the share of the population falling 
below a given threshold of achievement)

Measuring inequalities



─ How to interpret changes in measures of inequality? Is 
less inequality always better than higher inequality?

─ Which population groups should (at least) be 
distinguished?

Issues
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